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To install non-security updates during the installation of a systemd service, pacman checks if the service
should be registered for automatic starting or if it should be registered as a system service. If systemd is
not enabled in the system, pacman installs the service and, if needed, registers it as a systemd service.

This package updates the default system-installed manpages to version 5.11. The installation of
manpages-fr_CA-2018-12 on the server system was incomplete and was not supported by pacman.

Having static packages as a second option was planned from the beginning. However, the number of
static packages in pacman's database is still far from sufficient, and one has to wait for more people to
adopt it. This package updates to all currently available free-side dependencies, along with the hard-to-
reproduce pacman-sig-builder bleach conflict patch. Without a system-provided pinfo file, pacman could

not determine the libgmp version the package requires. This version of pacman has included a
workaround for instances where libgmp is the wrong version for libpmem and other dependencies.
libpmem is a new package that provides in-place memory compression for the pacman package
database, currently available for testing from the staging area. And, as with the standard version

pacman -S, “-S” will only change /etc/pacman.conf and not the package /var/lib/pacman/local directory;
use the version without “-S” if you want to edit that directory directly. “pacman -Syu” will update

packages but not configure packages, i.e. it will not download/install or build/unpack packages from the
repositories; you will then have to download and configure them manually.
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Most configuration options in pacman.conf are set on
the arch package manager level. Package maintainers

can override the default options on a per-package
basis, and the pacman command provides a number

of options for doing so. The pacman command doesn't
make use of centralized servers for package

updates/upgrades. Instead the database is updated
using protocol version 1 (P1), the Internet-Draft draft

packet format (RFC) in use since 1994. The main
advantage of this approach is the very efficient usage

of the data channel, which is available in most
network layers. The package integrity check requires

a constant communication link between the two
parties. This requires that either the content are
available on both sides, or that packages can be

downloaded without interference. The former is nearly
impossible for most existing mirror networks and is

even less likely for third-party mirror sites. The latter
would require that the Internet be designed as a
trustless network: so far no universally accepted

proposal has been accepted, and no such networks
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have succeeded. Thus, the available, most frequently
used package download method are the pacman
database files located on archive sites. When the
pacman system is started, its access to the local

database is disabled. When user accounts are
activated, pacman asks them if the password needs to

be set, and if so, the password is taken from the
/etc/pacman.d file containing the server's own

password. This way the user doesn't see the password
(which is only valid for the local database) and doesn't
need to recall it when typing the next password after
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